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Abstract. Nowadays, the urban freight traffic is a very important research area because of its significant effect on the urban sustainability, and the last period with the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted its importance again, with the increasing of share of the number of home deliveries in the crowded cities. In this field, we should focus on the problems of the logistics systems of the so-called urban concentrated sets of delivery locations (e.g. shopping malls or markets), as in their case, it is needed to serve lots of stores in a very small area. Based on the results of former research projects, it can be said, that it could be really important to develop such a ranking model, which could rank the current city logistics state and the future city logistics development potentials of these concentrated sets of delivery locations and other urban zones with single delivery locations at the same time. In this paper, we are going to present an Analytic Hierarchy Process based multicriterial ranking model, which makes it possible to rank urban areas in a two-dimensional system, where the first dimension is the current city logistics state, and the second one is the future development potential. The main purpose of this ranking is to mark urban zones in future city logistics projects those, which could be well developed, and it is worthwhile to develop them. We are going to write about our former related research results and about the formalization of the AHP-based model. As we work and live in Budapest, our model was tested on this city, for first, on 4 shopping malls. We are going to present the results of the tests, the first results of the sensitivity analysis, and the next steps of the research. This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled “AHP-based multicriterial ranking model for the city logistics analysis of urban areas” presented online at the 10th International Conference on Logistics, Informatics and Service Sciences (LISS2020), on July 27, 2020.
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1. Introduction

In the City Logistics Research Group of the Department of Material Handling and Logistics Systems at the BME (Budapest University of Technology and Economics), our research project was started in 2015 to examine the city logistics systems of the so-called urban concentrated sets of delivery locations (BME-ALRT, 2020). For this research, the urban delivery locations can be assigned to two groups (as it can be seen on Figure 1): there are single delivery locations and concentrated sets of delivery locations (referring to CSDL; these are basically, groups of single delivery locations) (Bóna & Sárdi, 2018), they are in the focus of our research nowadays because of their significant consolidation potentials. As it can be seen on Figure 1, in case of the examined CSDLs two type of concentration can be defined: concentration with open and with closed infrastructure. In case of open infrastructure, the set is defined by an open area, so roads and squares can mark the borders of the set, like in case of a shopping area/street or an open market. In case of closed infrastructure, the set is defined by a closed area, which means in this case a building, like in case of shopping malls, hypermarkets or duty-free areas of airports (Bóna & Sárdi, 2018). We also defined special sets in case of closed infrastructure, as we recognized, that for example the logistics properties of universities or hotels are really like the previously examined concentrated sets of delivery locations.

Fig. 1: Groups of the examined delivery locations (extended with special CSDLs)

Despite the fact that the CSDLs have a significant goods traffic with significant development potentials based on former city logistics projects, they are not in the focus of logistics researches and at the planning phase of the CSDLs the logistics aspects (such as sizing, modelling and optimization) are not as important as the customer aspects (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019), mostly only some of their subsystems are examined (e.g. only the loading areas of shopping malls). As a result of this, the City Logistics Research Group started to examine these CSDLs, we collected data about
their city logistics characteristics, developed some new system concepts and developed mathematical, simulation and topological models (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019).

In this paper, such a multicriterial ranking model will be presented, which can rank the current city logistics state and the future city logistics development potentials of urban zones at the same time, but not only for these CSDLs, but for other urban zones as well, which contain single delivery locations (and even smaller CSDLs too). In this ranking model, we would like to examine the viewpoints of the current city logistics systems, the regulations, the use of different transportation modes and combined logistics solutions, the degree of concentration, and every relevant performance, emission and cost parameters both for the current system and for the possible future solution (green, consolidated and gateway-concept-based new city logistics solutions) too. As an example, on Figure 2 an examined urban area can be seen.

Fig. 2: Example of an examined urban zone with 10 zones (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019)

The example above contains 10 zones: 4 simple urban zones with single delivery locations, 3 shopping malls and 1 shopping area (which can be divided to 3 subzones, as it has a bigger area with significant number of delivery locations). For this area, the currently examined ranking model will be able to decide, which of the 10 zones is currently in the best city logistics state and which one of them could be the best developed in the future. Later, on Figure 4, the same zones are examined.

2. Multicriterial ranking models in city logistics

As a first step of the research, a literature research was performed, where we were looking for the former ranking models and other multicriterial models in city logistics and in other logistics fields. In this phase, 3 scientific databases were used: ScienceDirect, ResearchGate, and Google Scholar.

We would like to highlight 3 of the examined ranking models. The first of them deals with bigger supply chain networks and its main purpose is to rank logistics centers with different functions and from different layers of the network (Antún &
Alarcón, 2014). A similar model could be implemented for the junctions and even for the zones of a city logistics network. One of the two other ranking models ranks city logistics projects (Patier & Browne, 2010), and the other one examines the operation suitability of electromobility concepts for last mile delivery tasks (Teoh et. al., 2016), so they have similar aspects as we needed for the evaluation of the city logistics development potentials. In case of some other publications, different multicriteria models were used for the evaluation of city logistics developments (Awasthi & Chauhan, 2011) (Tadić et. al., 2017) and for the selection of the best concepts (Tadić et. al., 2014). Above these, for several different purposes can the multicriteria methods be used in city logistics: for the evaluation of the performance of city logistics terminals (Gogas et. al., 2017), for urban sustainability aspects (Kara et. al., 2019), for regulation evaluation (Janjevic et. al., 2019), for vehicle selection (Wątróbski et. al., 2017) and for urban facility location problem solution as well (Zhao et. al., 2018) (Awasthi et. al., 2010) (Uysalh & Kemal, 2014), but our two purposes (to examine the current state and the development potentials in the same time) were not examined together in these researches.

In the literature research, we were also looking for the possible multicriteria models, they can be used for the current research. For this, sum 48 papers, books and thesis about city logistics projects (and from other logistics fields as well) were examined, and the results can be seen on Figure 3 (some of the researches used more than 1 multicriteria methods). In the others category, we added the researches, which used MAMCE, DEA, EDAS, ELECTRE, Fuzzy BOCR-GRA, MCE, PCA, MCA or neural network-based solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multicriteria Models</th>
<th>Number of Researches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHP, Fuzzy AHP</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy TOPSIS</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIKOR, Fuzzy VIKOR</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMETHEE, PROMETHEE II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own methodologies</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3: Multicriteria models in the examined logistics researches (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019)](image-url)
• there are several different multicriterial ranking methods in the field of city logistics (as it can be seen on the figure above), but none of them had the same purposes as the current research, so the ranking model, which examines the current city logistics state and the future development potentials in the same time, will be an absolutely new application;

• the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method (Saaty, 1987) and its subversions have significantly more documented application in city logistics and in other logistics field (47% of the used methods in city logistics and 52% in every logistics fields is AHP or fuzzy AHP), than any other method, so we can conclude that AHP is an appropriate method for the evaluation of logistics systems, this method was used in the currently examined research.

3. Previous research results

In this chapter, we would like to highlight our main research results (which research project focused on concentrated sets of delivery locations), as they are going to be very important input data in the application of the AHP-based ranking model in the current paper and in the future research steps as well.

3.1. Data collection about CSDLs

In the first phase of the currently examined research, we had to collect data about the stores of the examined CSDLs (from Budapest; we focused on this city as a first step), as there was no available (and enough detailed) data about the city logistics characteristics of them or about single delivery locations of any other urban zone. We can say that the situation is similar in every other city, so always the available data is the most important question in these projects. Between 2015 (September) and 2020 (August), 6 CSDLs from Budapest were examined (4 shopping malls, 1 market and 1 shopping area) and sum 630 stores of them (we interviewed sum 1,222 stores, so the response rate was 51.55%). 24 people participated in the data collection, from the City Logistics Research Group, several logistics engineer BSc and MSc students, and some transportation engineer BSc students. The data collection was performed by use of our own methodology, which contains a complex questionnaire with 31 questions in case of shopping malls and markets, and 32 in case of shopping areas about all important logistics parameters (e.g. general properties, delivery vehicles, logistics units, delivery times, inverse logistics, IT systems, e-commerce) (Mészáros et. al., 2016) (Mészáros et. al., 2017). The number of examined stores and the willingness of the stores to participate in our research can be seen in the list below:

• 1st shopping mall (middle-sized, in the center of Budapest; 2016): 105 of 140 interviewed stores answered (75%);

• 2nd shopping mall (small-sized, in the center of Budapest; 2017): 51 of 75 interviewed stores answered (68%);
• 3rd shopping mall (large-sized, in the center of Budapest; 2017): 171 of 308 interviewed stores answered (55.5%);

• “Váci utca” shopping area (biggest shopping area in the center of Budapest, 2017-18): 163 of 422 interviewed stores answered (38.6%);

• 4th shopping mall (middle-sized, in an outer district of Budapest; 2019; examined by a shortened version of the questionnaire for a project which was focused on the possible use of the metro-network for city logistics purposes): 50 of 120 interviewed stores answered (41.7%);

• 1st market with closed infrastructure (large-sized, in the center of Budapest; 2020): 90 of 157 interviewed stores answered (57.3%).

Based on the results of the data collection (for 540 stores of 4 shopping malls and 1 shopping area, as the results related to the examined market are not analysed yet), in the current city logistics system of the CSDLs, the deliveries are not synchronized with each other, and this means that the big amount of goods is delivered in several parts, in smaller vehicles (mostly in vans or in the passenger cars of the workers) with low utilization. Based on the data collection, there is daily average 0.98 delivery per store (so yearly average 357 delivery per store). In these deliveries, daily approximately sum 3,900 pcs of boxes, 250 pallet unit loads, 3,000 clothes hanger units and 1,300 other units are handled in the examined stores. This means daily more, than 80 tons of goods, so yearly sum 30,000 tons of goods, only for the responder stores from 5 CSDL from Budapest, where only in the CSDLs more, than 4,000 stores can be found, and the sum number of retailers in the city was nearly 30,000 before the pandemic. As it can be seen, huge volume of goods is handled, and the delivery processes can be improved by organization (so-called gateway-based) solutions (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/c) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2017).

The results of the data collection clearly showed us, that the problems, we expected are real in the examined city logistics system, and we also got some data about the willingness of the storeowners to participate in new city logistics solutions. For them not only the financial aspects, but also the green aspects are important, based on their answers. In the next chapter, we would like to write about the simulation modelling phase of our project, where the data collection phase provided the input data for this research.

3.2. Simulation models of the logistics system of CSDLs
Next step of the research was to model the current city logistics system of the CSDLs and some new concepts as well (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019). First, we developed the mathematical model of the current and the new, consolidation-based system (Bóna & Sárdi, 2018) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/c) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b). Next, we developed the mesoscopic, MS Excel based simulation model of the current and the new system, first between the city borders and the logistics areas of the CSDLs (Sárdi & Bóna,
and then for the whole logistics process between the suppliers and the customers of the CSDLs (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/c) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b). Additionally, we developed the mathematical model of the cost structure (Bóna et. al., 2018), the topological model of the CSDLs with open infrastructure (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b), and the geometrical model based macroscopic simulation model of a special cargo bike city logistics system (Sárdi & Bóna, 2018) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/a). By use of the mesoscopic level MS Excel based simulation model (developed by us), we received lots of interesting results, they showed us, that it is worth to examine this special city logistics field. In the simulation, 217 stores of 4 shopping malls were examined, as they provided the best, most detailed data in the questionnaires; the currently examined AHP-based ranking model will be tested for these malls as well.

Based on the simulation results, in the current logistics system in one month, 1,759 tons of goods are handled (st. dev. 24.2 t), which generates monthly 3,990 delivery transactions for the 217 examined stores (st. dev. 17,6) with additional empties handling as well. For these deliveries, the sum monthly mileage is 780,022 km, which generates for example 137.4 t/month CO$_2$-emission. To compare with the current system, two new city logistics concepts were examined, where a consolidation center and cross docks were placed to the system, and the consolidated deliveries were handled by bigger road vehicles or by cargo trams (Bóna & Sárdi, 2018) (Bóna & Sárdi, 2019) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b). In these concepts, based on the simulation the modelled goods amount was 1,781 tons between the suppliers and the consolidation center (st. dev. 88.7 t), and 1,750 tons between the center and the examined shopping malls (st. dev. 51.7 t); the difference comes from the independent experiments, from the different logistics processes and from the independent random number generation. This amount generated between the suppliers and the center monthly 1,507 delivery transactions (st. dev. 14.5); and additionally, between the center and the malls by use of road vehicles 401 consolidated transactions (st. dev. 11), and by use of cargo trams 174 consolidated transactions (st. dev. 3.8). To handle these amounts, the sum mileage in case of road vehicles was 376,736 km (which means 51.7% reduction), and in case of cargo trams it was reduced to 371,963 km (52.3%). In the first case, the sum CO$_2$-emission is reduced to 55.5 t, in case of cargo trams the direct emissions can be reduced even more.

We also evaluated the logistics costs in both cases, by use of our simulation model (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b) (Bóna et. al., 2018). Based on the simulation runs, in the current system for 217 stores of 4 shopping malls, the sum monthly sum logistics cost is 450,666 € (st. dev. 14,664 €), and the delivery costs have the biggest share of this, with monthly sum 359,747 €. In the new system, this amount can be reduced by 38,2% in case of road vehicles, and by 44,3% in case of trams. This means in the first case sum 270,556 € monthly logistics cost (st. dev. 9,139 €) and 250,839 € in the second case (st. dev. 7,518 €) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b). This means, that in the new logistics system not only the performances and the emissions can be reduced, but also the costs
of the daily operation. Of course, the examination of the investment costs is a very important aspect in this project. These all data will be able to help a lot for the evaluation of the current city logistics state of the examined urban zones and the change of these parameters will provide very important input for the evaluation of the future city logistics development potentials.

Based on the previous results, now we can examine the expected investment costs of developing the cross docks of shopping malls or shopping areas (Bóna et. al., 2019). The examination of loading areas of shopping areas is currently ongoing, and we defined the consolidation center planning as basic warehouse planning tasks. It is also important to highlight here, that the MS Excel-based simulation model became really slow because of the huge amount of data, so we started to search for new simulation solutions. A mesoscopic level pilot model in AnyLogic was already developed both for the current system and the new, consolidation-based solution, and the development of microscopic level, Python-based pilot model is currently ongoing too, this one of the most important tasks in this research now (Sárdi & Bóna, 2020/b).

4. Development of the AHP-based ranking model

How to handle the two different purposes (to examine the current city logistics state and the future city logistics development potentials in the same time), this was the first important question in the development phase of the ranking model. It was expected, that here will be some criteria, they will affect both (e.g. the current state of the infrastructure or the current regulations, as they can give the basics of the future developments as well) and they can have different weights in the cases, we decided to use a two-dimensional solution, where two AHP-based models are used in the same time. One of them will examine the current state and the other one will examine the future development potentials. So, our ranking model will be able to handle both purpose in the same time, and its result will show us, how developed is the examined urban zone currently and how can it be developed in the future.

The expected results of the ranking can be seen on Figure 4 (with the same zones, as on Figure 2 earlier), where the points show the ranking values of the zones, and the zones are assigned to two groups. On this figure (and later, in the tests), the intervals for the current state levels and for the future development potential levels are the same: 33.33% and 66.67%. Some typical expected results of the evaluation can be seen on this figure well:

- there are zones, they are not well-developed, but they can be developed well in the future, e.g. SM I. on Figure 4;
- there are zones, they are well-developed, but they can’t be developed well in the future, e.g. SM III. on Figure 4;
- there are zones, they are not well-developed, and they can’t be developed well in the future, e.g. Zone I. on Figure 4;
• there are zones, they are well-developed, and they can be developed well in the future, e.g. Zone III/b on Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Example of the results of the two-dimensional AHP-based ranking](image)

In the development process, first we formalized the two-dimensional AHP-based model, then the criteria for both dimensions were defined, and finally, the criteria were ranked by experts of the City Logistics Research Group and by some other experts (Sárdi & Bóna, 2020/a).

### 4.1. AHP-based ranking model

The first step of the AHP-based ranking is to prepare the comparison matrices for the evaluation of the current state and the development potentials ($A^p$ and $A^f$ matrices, where $P$ means Present and $F$ means Future). In the matrices, $A^p_i$, and $A^f_k$ are the examined criteria. The so-defined two comparison matrices can be seen in Table 1. and in Table 2., where $w^p_i$ and $w^f_k$ are the weights of the criteria, $i$, $j$, $k$ and $l$ are integer indexes ($i, j = 1…n; k, l = 1…m$).

**Table 1:** The comparison matrix for the evaluation of the current city logistics state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$A^p_1$</th>
<th>$A^p_2$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$A^p_j$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$A^p_n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A^p_1$</td>
<td>$w^p_1/w^p_1$</td>
<td>$w^p_1/w^p_2$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_1/w^p_j$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_1/w^p_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^p_2$</td>
<td>$w^p_2/w^p_1$</td>
<td>$w^p_2/w^p_2$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_2/w^p_j$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_2/w^p_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^p_j$</td>
<td>$w^p_j/w^p_1$</td>
<td>$w^p_j/w^p_2$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_j/w^p_j$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_j/w^p_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^p_n$</td>
<td>$w^p_n/w^p_1$</td>
<td>$w^p_n/w^p_2$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_n/w^p_j$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^p_n/w^p_n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: The comparison matrix for the evaluation of the future development potentials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$A^P_1$</th>
<th>$A^P_2$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$A^P_l$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$A^P_m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A^P_1$</td>
<td>$w^P_{1}/w^P_{2}$</td>
<td>$w^P_{1}/w^P_{2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{1}/w^P_{2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{1}/w^P_{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^P_2$</td>
<td>$w^P_{2}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>$w^P_{2}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{2}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{2}/w^P_{1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^P_l$</td>
<td>$w^P_{l}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>$w^P_{l}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{l}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{l}/w^P_{1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^P_m$</td>
<td>$w^P_{m}/w^P_{1}$</td>
<td>$w^P_{m}/w^P_{2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{m}/w^P_{l}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$w^P_{m}/w^P_{m}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on this, it can be seen that $a^P_{i,j}$, and $a^F_{k,l}$ items of the matrices (they show us, how more important is criterion “$i$” than criterion “$j$”, or criterion “$k$” than criterion “$l$”, these values will come from the experts’ evaluation in this project) can be calculated as in (1) and (2).

$$a^P_{i,j} = \frac{w^P_i}{w^P_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$a^F_{k,l} = \frac{w^F_k}{w^F_l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In this case, under and over the main diagonal the values are the reciprocals of each other (as in (3) and (4)).

$$a^P_{i,j} = \frac{1}{a^P_{j,i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$a^F_{k,l} = \frac{1}{a^F_{l,k}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The next step of the formalization is to calculate the normalized comparison matrices ($A^*P$ and $A^*F$ matrices), where first, it is necessary to sum the columns of the comparison matrix and then every item should be divided by this sum, as in (5) and (6). For these new matrices, it is always true, that the sum of the items in one column is 1.

$$a^P_{i,j}^* = \frac{a^P_{i,j}}{\sum a^P_{i,j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$a^F_{k,l}^* = \frac{a^F_{k,l}}{\sum a^F_{k,l}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Next step is to calculate the weights of the criteria in the AHP model ($W^P_i$ and $W^F_k$). The main purpose of this is that the sum of the weights must be 1, as in (7) and (8).

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n}W^P_i = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\sum_{k=1}^{m}W^F_k = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

We can calculate the weights from the following formula in (9) and (10).

$$\left(\frac{A^P - \lambda_{max}^P \times E^P_n}{\sum a^P_{i,j}}\right) \times W^P = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$\left(\frac{A^*F - \lambda_{max}^F \times E^F_m}{\sum a^F_{i,j}}\right) \times W^F = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
where:

- \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) is always the biggest eigenvalue,
- \( E_n \) is the \( n \times n \) identity matrix,
- \( E_m \) is the \( m \times m \) identity matrix,
- \( W^P \) and \( W^F \) are the eigenvectors with the weights.

From this system of linear equations, it will be possible to get the \( W^P_i \) and \( W^F_k \) weights.

In the currently examined model, we worked with an estimation method for this, where the weights were calculated as the average of the values in the rows of the matrices, as in (11) and (12).

\[
W^P_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} a^P_{ij}}{n} \quad (11)
\]

\[
W^F_k = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{m} a^F_{kl}}{m} \quad (12)
\]

Next step of the AHP-based ranking is to check the consistency of the matrices (so the consistency of the comparison of the criteria). For this, first the \( P \) values, from multiplying the row vectors of the original matrices (\( a^P_i \) and \( a^F_k \)) by the column vectors with the weights (\( W^P \) and \( W^F \)) and then dividing them by the given weights, as in (13) and (14).

\[
P^P_i = \frac{a^P_i \cdot W^P}{W^P_i} \quad (13)
\]

\[
P^F_k = \frac{a^F_k \cdot W^F}{W^F_k} \quad (14)
\]

By use of these values, consistency index (\( CI \)) can be calculated, as in (15) and (16).

\[
CI^P = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P^P_i - n}{n-1} \quad (15)
\]

\[
CI^F = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} P^F_k - m}{m-1} \quad (16)
\]

Next step is to give a value to Saaty’s random indexes (\( R^P \) and \( R^F \)) (Sárdi & Bóna, 2020/a). In the application of our ranking model, we worked with the interpolation of the Donegan-Dodd experimental results (Sárdi & Bóna, 2020/a) (Donegan & Dodd, 1991). Based on the \( R^P \) and \( R^F \) random indexes, the consistency ratios can be calculated (\( CR^P \) and \( CR^F \)), as in (17) and (18).

\[
CR^P = \frac{CI^P}{R^P} \quad (17)
\]
\[ CR_F = \frac{CI^F}{R1^F} \]  

(18)

If the CR values are bigger than the experimental 0.1 value, than the examined matrices are consistent. If based on this calculation, the examined matrix is not consistent, it is necessary to make corrections in the comparison matrix.

Next step of the AHP-based ranking is to calculate the preference ratios from the actual values. For this, it was necessary to collect the actual values (\(T^{P,z}_i\) and \(T^{F,z,k}\)) of the given criteria for all examined zones (\(Z_1, Z_2, ..., Z_w\), in case of „w” examined zones; later, in our tests \(w = 4\)), where „z” is an integer index (\(z=1,...,w\)), which belongs to the examined zone. Then, the preference ratios \((P^P_{z,i} \) and \(P^F_{z,k}\)) can be calculated with this formula (in the default case, the smaller actual values is the bigger; if the bigger value is the better one, it was needed to divide the actual value by the maximum of the actual values), as in (19) and (20).

\[ P^P_{z,i} = W^P_i \cdot \frac{T^{P,\text{MIN}}_{i,z}}{T^{P,z}_i} \]  

(19)

\[ P^F_{z,k} = W^F_k \cdot \frac{T^{F,\text{MIN}}_{k,z}}{T^{F,z,k}} \]  

(20)

where:

- \(T^{P,\text{MIN}}_{i,z} = \text{MIN}\{T^{P,1}_{i,z}, T^{P,2}_{i,z}, ..., T^{P,w}_{i,z}\}\)
- \(T^{F,\text{MIN}}_{k,z} = \text{MIN}\{T^{F,1}_{k,z}, T^{F,2}_{k,z}, ..., T^{F,w}_{k,z}\}\)

Last step of the ranking is to calculate the ranking values for all examined zones \((P^P_z \) and \(P^F_z)\), as in (21) and (22).

\[ P^P_z = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P^P_{z,i} \]  

(21)

\[ P^F_z = \sum_{k=1}^{m} P^F_{z,k} \]  

(22)

These ranking values will provide us the current city logistics state \((P^P_z)\) and the future development potential \((P^F_z)\) of every examined zone. The bigger the calculated value is, the better is the current state or the development potential of the given zone, the minimum of the values is 0% and the is 100% (Sárdi & Bóna, 2020/a).

4.2. Criteria of the AHP-based ranking model

On Figure 5, the purposes of the ranking, the groups of the criteria, the criteria and the examined zones can be seen for a general case. As it is marked on the figure, in case of the current city logistics state, we worked with 43 criteria, and in case of the development potentials with 56 criteria. Four main categories were defined for the criteria (based on their sources and based on our former related research results):

- data from the data collection with our questionnaire;
- simulation-based data;
- the properties of the logistics and transportation networks, and the related regulations;
- the degree of concentration (we used this category only in case of ranking the future development potentials).

The criteria, which are defined for the evaluation of the current city logistics state, can be seen in the 1st appendix, where some criteria were grouped together, and the numbers will show us, where we are talking about more than one criterion. Additionally, italic letters show those cases, where the bigger value is the better, in every other case, the default situation must be considered, so the smaller values are the better. Where no units are defined, we worked with a scale for the evaluation. The criteria for the evaluation of the future city logistics development potentials can be seen in the 2nd appendix, where the notations are the same as in case of the current state.

In the next step, we decided about the importance of these criteria with experts from the field of city logistics and urban transportation.

4.3. Criteria evaluation by experts
For the definition of the importance of the criteria, 18 experts were asked, from the Faculty of Transportation Engineering and Vehicle Engineering the Budapest University of Technology and Economics, from the Clean Air Action Group (Levegő Munkacsoport, 2020) and from the Centre for Budapest Transport (BKK, 2020). In the first round of the evaluation, we received 13 answers, their weights were used in the first tests (where only 35 and 51 criteria were defined in the ranking model). In
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this first round, we received some suggestions from the experts to add new criteria (8 for the current state and 5 for the development potentials), so these 18 experts were asked again to weight the new criteria, and we received 11 answers. Based on these answers, the final importance values could be calculated. In the evaluation phase, the experts could choose the 4 categories below, for all criteria: 1 - Less important; 2 - Middle important; 3 - Important; or 4 - Very important.

At the decision about the final importance of the criteria, the experience of the experts in the field of city logistics and urban transportation was considered. For this, we categorized the experts in a triple scale. 2 of the experts who answered, belong to the most experienced category (category 3), 4 of them to the middle-experienced category (category 2) and 7 of them to the less experienced category (category 1, mostly students who work for the Research Group). Based on the answers and these categories, we calculated ranking values for the criteria (with considering the maximum sum value of the weights, where every answer is “4 - Very important”). Based on these values, the criteria were ranked, and based on the shares of the answers, we could decide about the final weights. For example, if the experts chose the “1 - Less important” category in 10% of all the answers (weighted by their experience), 10% of all the criteria will belong to this category (in case of 50 examined criteria, the 5 less important criteria). Then, if the “2 - Middle important” category is chosen in 25% of all answers, the next 25% of the ranking will go to this category (so 35% of all the answers will belong to category 1 and 2), etc. The occurrence of the final categories can be seen on Figure 6 with bold letters, and the data with italic letters shows the occurrence of the answers of the experts.

As it can be seen on Figure 6, the “1 - Less important” category is underrepresented, as the experts chose in most of the cases category 2 (28% in case of the current state, 25.6% in case of the future potentials), 3 (35% and 39.3%) and 4 (25.2% and 28.7%).

5. Testing the model for shopping malls in Budapest

From our earlier research phases, we had data and a mesoscopic simulation model for 4 shopping malls from Budapest, so it was decided to test the ranking model on these CSDLs. This means, that in the testing phase, these 4 shopping malls defined the 4 examined zones for us.
5.1. The applications’ process
In the testing, the first step was to collect the necessary data for the ranking: we performed analysis on database of the former data collection, we customized our simulation model and performed the simulation runs after experiment design, and we collected all other necessary data from other sources (from the documentation of our researches, e.g. in case of the urban railways or brownfield lands; and from other public databases, e.g. bike path network map or electric charging network databases). These data were added to our ranking model as input data, the comparison matrices were calculated based on the final importance categories of the criteria, then the normalized matrices were calculated, the consistence was checked, and finally, the preference ratios were calculated and the examined zones (shopping malls) were ranked. The full process of the application of the AHP-based multicriterial ranking model can be seen on Figure 7.
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5.2. Test without a fictive zone
First, the tests were performed only for 3 examined shopping malls, with the original criteria (so with the criteria, without the new ones suggested by the experts in the evaluation phase). The results can be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shopping Mall</th>
<th>Current city logistics state</th>
<th>Future city logistics development potentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM001</td>
<td>64.16%</td>
<td>82.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM002</td>
<td>60.44%</td>
<td>71.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM003</td>
<td>76.61%</td>
<td>69.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of these tests, the examined zones have a middle or high current city logistics state (with values between 60.4% and 76.6%), and all of them...
have high development potentials (with values between 69.5% and 82.2%). The main problem with these results, that our data collection (Mészáros et. al., 2017) showed earlier, that none of the examined malls is well developed (in the viewpoint of city logistics), several development potentials were discovered, and none of the actual regulations and the actual network is well developed in the zones of the examined shopping malls. Based on these experiences, we can assume, that the middle category would be the correct and real in case of the current state, with values between 50% and 60%, but in case of the AHP models, the zones are compared only with each other. So, in the currently examined case, the zones can be compared only to the best one of the middle-developed zones, so the final results are distorted upwards. The ranking sequence of the zones will be correct in this case as well, but the final values won’t be realistic. As a result of this, we decided to add a so-called fictive zone for the next test.

5.3. Test with a fictive zone
We added the fictive zone (in case of these tests basically a fictive shopping mall) to the ranking model, to make it possible to compare the examined zones with a theoretically well-developed zone, with high development potentials. The main properties of the fictive zone were calculated with these approaches:

- in case of values on a scale, the best (the smallest or the biggest) value is chosen;
- in case of percentage values with exact optimum, the best (0% or 100%) value is chosen;
- in case of other values without an exact optimum (for example the average mileage), that value is chosen, which is 10% better (smaller or bigger) than the best one of the examined zones (later this value should be optimized as well).

After adding the fictive zone, the AHP-based ranking was performed for 4 zones first, the results of this test can be seen in Table 4, together with the results without a fictive zone (which was already presented in Table III.). It is clear, that adding a fictive zone had a significant effect, and we got more realistic results even for these 3 malls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current city logistics state</th>
<th>Future city logistics development potentials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without a fictive zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM001</td>
<td>64,16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM002</td>
<td>60,44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM003</td>
<td>76,61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictive zone</td>
<td>100,00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results of the ranking for 3 shopping malls, with a fictive zone
Next, the fourth shopping mall was added to the tests, and the new criteria (suggested by the experts in the criteria evaluation phase) was added too, so the ranking model was tested for 4 real and for 1 fictive shopping mall in this round, with all criteria of the ranking model. The results can be seen on Figure 8.

These results are a better reflection of the reality. The fictive zone was the best one in case of every criteria, and the four examined zones are middle developed, with middle development potentials, so the expected results were received after the ranking. The final ranking values can be seen in Table 5., where the colors of the first column are the same as in Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Results of the ranking test for 4 shopping malls, with a fictive zone (by orange)](image)

**Table 5: Results of the ranking for 4 shopping malls, with a fictive zone**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current city logistics state</th>
<th>Future city logistics development possibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM001</td>
<td>49,56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM002</td>
<td>47,72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM003</td>
<td>59,04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM004</td>
<td>44,71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fictive zone</td>
<td>100,00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these results, it can be said that it will be better to use the solution with a fictive zone in the future, as it gives more realistic results.

As in case of the CSDLs (they were primarily examined in our research earlier, and currently we tested the ranking model on CSDLs) the degree of concentration is a very important indicator, their values were compared with the results of the evaluation of the future development potentials (to get information about possible
correlation between them and the ranking values), this can be seen in Table 6. (the meaning of DoC1 etc. is defined in the 2nd appendix). Based on the correlation indexes, it is clear, that there is no significant connection and correlation between the development potential and degree of concentration, only in case of the single degree of concentration (with or without considering the multilevel concentrated sets of delivery locations) goes it up to an absolute value of 30-40%.

Table 6: Comparison between the ranking results and the degree of concentration (DoC) values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P_z$</th>
<th>DoC1 [delivery locations/km²]</th>
<th>DoC2 [delivery locations/km²]</th>
<th>DoC3 [store m²/m²]</th>
<th>DoC4 [store m²/m²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM001</td>
<td>64,7%</td>
<td>5533,3</td>
<td>1383,3</td>
<td>1,6</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM002</td>
<td>57,2%</td>
<td>4261,4</td>
<td>1153,8</td>
<td>2,0</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM003</td>
<td>56,1%</td>
<td>6960,0</td>
<td>1871,0</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM004</td>
<td>61,5%</td>
<td>2413,8</td>
<td>804,6</td>
<td>0,9</td>
<td>0,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>-30,65%</td>
<td>-40,68%</td>
<td>0,93%</td>
<td>11,75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Sensitivity analysis

In this phase of the currently examined research project, we already performed some sensitivity analysis, the effects of changing the importance (the weights) of the criteria were analysed, on the results of the ranking, in four different cases:

- in case of constant importance values (all the importance values were the same, there was no difference between the importance of the criteria);
- in case of random importance values with the original share of the four categories;
- in case of random importance values with normal distribution;
- and in case of random importance values with uniform distribution.

In case of the random importance values, 10 different random sets were analysed, and the average results were used for the further analysis. Based on the results of this analysis, it is clear, that changing the importance values won’t affect significantly the results:

- in case of the ranking values of the current city logistics state, the average absolute change was 2.7%, with 1.8% standard deviation (the highest change was 6.0%, the lowest one 0.5%);
- in case of the ranking values of the future city logistics development potentials, the average absolute change was 0.5%, with 0.3% standard deviation (the highest change was 1.2%, the lowest one 0.5%);
in case of the sequence of the current city logistics state, the average absolute change was 0.04, with 0.05 standard deviation (the highest change was 0.1, the lowest one 0);

and in case of the sequence of the future city logistics development potentials, the average absolute change was 0.08, with 0.10 standard deviation (the highest change was 0.3, the lowest one 0).

As an example, Figure 9 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis for the current city logistics state.

Fig. 9: Results of the sensitivity analysis for the current city logistics state

Next, the next steps of the previously presented research will be defined.

6. Future Study

In this project, we developed an AHP-based, two-dimensional ranking model to evaluate the current city logistics state and the future city logistics development potentials of urban zones, it was tested on 4 urban zones defined by 4 shopping malls in Budapest, some sensitivity analysis were also performed, and we already defined the next steps of this research.

First, it is planned to develop a multilevel criteria hierarchy, because of the significant number of criteria in this ranking model. In this multilevel hierarchy, it will be necessary to define the importance of the criteria groups first, and then the importance of the criteria in each group. Next, we would like to implement to the ranking model an algorithm, which makes it possible to calculate the exact, optimal weights, based on the available input data. In the current version of the ranking model, an estimation method was used, presented in (11) and (12). It is also possible, that some new criteria will be added to the ranking model, as at our presentation at the 10th International Conference on Logistics, Informatics and Service Sciences (LISS2020), it was suggested by the audience to add criteria related to the logistics providers in the zone and criteria about the service level in examined zone. From another research project we also got an idea to define the degree of consolidation and
the potential degree of consolidation in this ranking model. In the next steps, we are going to examine these possible new criteria.

It will be also very important to test the currently examined model on other urban zones as well, as more experience is needed with its use. For this, it is planned to examine the “Váci utca” shopping area from Budapest, because we have data about the delivery locations of this area, its stores were examined by our questionnaire between 2017, March and 2018, August, and a topological model was also developed for the whole area (Sárdi & Bóna, 2019/b). The first step of this will be to develop the simulation model of this area too. As the examined area is a bigger one with several delivery locations, we plan to work with more subzones. The possible zones of the area can be seen on Figure 10 (4 subzones as an example), but for the exact definition of the subzones, it will be necessary to analyse the topology and the logistics flows as well. Later, we also would like to add the previously examined market with a closed infrastructure to the testing of our ranking model.

If the simulation model of the logistics process of the new zones (so the expected 4 subzones of the shopping area and the zone defined by the market) will be ready, we are going to be able to rank 4 shopping malls, 1 market with closed infrastructure and presumably 4 subzones of a shopping area with our AHP-based model. On Figure 11, these 9 zones can be seen with other urban zones from Budapest (with only single delivery locations), these 9 zones will be examined by the ranking model in the next phase of the testing, if the necessary data processing and the simulation will be ready for them. On the figure, the locations of the CSDLs with closed infrastructure are not exact, due to anonymity reasons.
Naturally, as the investigation of the concentrated sets of delivery locations is in the focus of the City Logistics Research Group of our Department, we have data and simulation models about this kind of special delivery locations, these made it possible to test the ranking model. In the future, we would like to add single urban zones with single delivery locations to the model and test it with them too. For this, from some other projects of the University, there is available data, but first, it will be necessary to process them, and it will be also necessary to build simulation models for these areas too.

It will be also a very important task in the future to perform some more sensitivity analysis to examine the effects of changing the actual values for each criterion in our AHP-based ranking model, as the effects of changing the actual values will be able to show, what should be exactly developed, if we would like to increase the city logistics state of the examined zone or we would like to increase the development potentials of the zones.

In a longer term, there are also plans to develop such a tool, which will be able to perform the ranking automatically for any number of zones, if the input files (the actual values of the criteria and results of the experts’ evaluation) are available in a standard form. In the current version, we need to customize the ranking file and the input files for the given zones. For this, we plan to use Visual Basic by MS Excel or Python.

7. Summary

In this paper, the main purpose was to present an AHP-based, two-dimensional multicriterial ranking model, which makes it possible to evaluate the current city logistics state and the future city logistics development potentials of urban zones. It
is expected that this ranking model will be able to help future city logistics projects with highlighting those urban zones, they should be developed at all and can be developed well. For choosing the best multicriterial method, a complex literature review was performed and based on that it was decided to use the AHP method, as it is one of the most popular methods in city logistics and other logistics fields. The literature review also showed that the two-dimensional purposes of our project are completely new, there was no ranking model developed for these purposes in city logistics.

In this project, we worked with some former results of our city logistics research, we used the data, which was collected by our own data collection methodology, and we worked with our mesoscopic simulation model too, which helped to examine the current and a gateway-concept based new city logistics system, for urban zones, which were defined by shopping malls, in Budapest. Based on these, four main criteria groups were defined: questionnaire data, simulation-based data, degree of concentration, and regulation and network properties. In this paper, the formalization of the model and the evaluation of the criteria was presented as well. For the evaluation of the importance of the criteria, 18 experts from the field of city logistics and urban transportation were asked. In the first round of evaluation 13 of them answered, then some new criteria were added based on their suggestions and opinion, and in the second round 11 experts answered again about the importance of the new criteria. Based on these answers and based on the level of experience of the experts, the final weights of the criteria were calculated.

By use of these final weights and by use of all other input data, the tests of the multicriterial model for 4 urban zones (4 shopping malls) were performed. In the first tests, only these zones were examined, but the results were not appropriate based on the previous data collection from our research, as the AHP compared the middle-developed zones only with each other, and some of them became well-developed because of this. As a result of this, a so-called fictive zone was added to the ranking, with optimal and good properties, and this helped to get realistic results, the ranking model showed correctly the current state and the development potentials too. We already performed some sensitivity analysis, and based on this we can say, that changing the weights won’t significantly affect the results of the ranking. At the end of the paper, some tasks for the next steps of our research were presented too. It will be very important to develop a multilevel criteria hierarchy, to implement the optimal weight calculation and to test the ranking model on more zones to get more experience with its use, but now we can clearly say, that we developed such a multicriterial ranking model, which will be able to rank urban zones in case of future city logistics projects.
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9. Appendix

9.1. Criteria for the evaluation of the current city logistics state

Questionnaire data:

- **1.** Compliance of the actual entry regulations by the delivery locations of the zone [%]
- **2.** Number of different logistics units used by the delivery locations of the zone
- **3.** Share of the delivery locations, which use unit loads in the zone [%]
- **4.** Actual share of night deliveries in the zone [%]
- **5.** Actual share of peak time deliveries in the zone [%]
- **6.** Share of delivery location with cargo bike deliveries in the zone [%]
- **7.** Average floor area of the warehouse areas in the examined zone [m²/delivery location]
- **8.** Average time, which can be served from the full capacity of the delivery locations of the zone [day]
- **9.** Share of outbound deliveries in the zone (except the home deliveries) [%]
- **10.** Share of delivery locations with existing IT or ERP system [%]
- **11.** Share of delivery locations with home deliveries in the examined zone [%]
- **12.** Share of home deliveries from the delivery locations in the examined zone [%] (compared to all the goods in the zone)

Simulation-based data:

- **13.** Number of arrival delivery transactions to the zone [delivery/time period]
- **14-15.** Average mileage and delivery performance of a delivery location in the zone [km/location/time period; tkm/location/time period]
• **16-20.** Average CO\textsubscript{2}, CO, NO\textsubscript{x}, HC, and PM of a delivery location in the zone [kg/location/time period]

• **21.** Average sum stock (in the whole supply system) of an average delivery location in the zone [t/location/time period]

• **22-23.** Average sum logistics cost and delivery cost of an average delivery location in the zone [monetary unit/location/time period]

• **24.** The sum operation cost of the logistics infrastructure in the zone [monetary unit/time period]

Network and regulation properties:

• **25.** The existence of the entry regulations in the examined zone

• **26-27.** Adequacy and enforceability of the actual entry regulations in the examined zone

• **28.** Verifiability of the actual entry regulation in the examined zone

• **29.** Loading possibilities in the examined zone [pcs of loading areas/location]

• **30.** Average distance of the delivery locations from the loading areas in the zone [m]

• **31.** State of the transportation infrastructure in the examined zone

• **32.** Coverage provided by the electric charging network in the examined zone [pcs of chargers/km\textsuperscript{2}]

• **33.** Number of package pick points in the zone [pcs]

• **34.** Density of the package pick points in the zone [pcs/km\textsuperscript{2}]

• **35.** Possibilities to include pedestrian couriers

• **36.** Possibilities of cargo bike deliveries (availability of proper bike path network)

• **37-39.** Share of railway, waterway and combined deliveries in the examined zone [%]

• **40-41.** Share of autonomous delivery vehicles and cargo drones in the examined zone [%]

• **42-43.** Possibilities of deliveries by autonomous delivery vehicles or cargo drones, based on the actual infrastructure and regulations

9.2. **Criteria for the evaluation of the future city logistics development potentials**

Questionnaire data:

• **1.** Number of different logistics units used by the delivery locations of the zone [pcs]

• **2.** *Share of the delivery locations, which use unit loads in the zone [%]*

• **3.** Average number of “stock keeping units” (SKUs, goods) of a delivery location in the examined zone [pcs of SKUs]
4. Number of groups of SKUs they can be merged in the examined zone [pcs of SKU groups]
5-6. Share of special and perishable/refrigerated goods at an average delivery location in the zone [%]
7. Actual share of night deliveries in the zone [%]
8. Share of delivery location with cargo bike deliveries in the zone [%]
9. Average floor area of the warehouse areas in the examined zone [m²/delivery location]
10. Average time, which can be served from the full capacity of the delivery locations of the zone [day]
11. Share of outbound deliveries in the zone (except the home deliveries) [%]
12. Share of delivery locations with existing IT or ERP system [%]
13-15. Average willingness of the delivery locations to participate in new city logistics systems; average importance of green aspects and average importance of urban transportation aspects for the delivery locations

Simulation-based data:
16. Expected reduction of the number of arrival delivery transactions to the zone [%]
17. Sum arrival amount of goods to the examined zone [t/time period]
18. Expected reduction of the sum mileage in the examined zone [%]
19. Expected growth of the sum delivery performance in the examined zone [%]
20-24. Expected reduction of the sum CO₂, CO, NOₓ, HC, and PM emission in the zone [%]
25. Expected growth of the sum stock (in the whole supply system) of the examined zone [%]
26-27. Expected reduction of the sum logistics cost and delivery cost in the examined zone [%]
28. Expected operation cost of the logistics infrastructure in the examined zone [monetary unit]
29-30. Expected investment cost of the cross docks and the common loading areas of the examined zone [monetary unit]

Degree of concentration in the zone:
31. Degree of concentration of the examined zone [pcs of delivery locations/km² floor area] (in Table VI.: DoC₁)
32. Degree of concentration of the examined zone, with considering the multilevel concentrated sets of delivery locations [pcs of delivery locations/km² sum available area] (in Table VI.: DoC₂)
33. Area proportional degree of concentration of the examined zone \([m^2/\text{floor area of the delivery locations}] \) (in Table VI.: DoC3)

34. Area proportional degree of concentration of the examined zone, with considering the multilevel concentrated sets of delivery locations \([m^2/\text{floor area of the delivery locations}] \) (in Table VI.: DoC4)

Network and regulation properties:

35. The existence of the entry regulations in the examined zone

36-37. Adequacy and enforceability of the actual entry regulations in the examined zone

38. Loading possibilities in the examined zone \([\text{pcs of loading areas/location}] \)

39. Average distance of the delivery locations from the loading areas in the zone \([m]\)

40. State of the transportation infrastructure in the examined zone

41. Coverage provided by the electric charging network in the examined zone \([\text{pcs of chargers/km}^2]\)

42. Number of package pick points in the zone \([\text{pcs}] \)

43. Density of the package pick points in the zone \([\text{pcs/km}^2]\)

44. Possibilities to include pedestrian couriers

45. Possibilities of cargo bike deliveries (availability of proper bike path network)

46-47. Possibilities of railway, waterway and combined deliveries in the examined zone

49-50. Possibilities of deliveries by autonomous delivery vehicles or cargo drones, based on the actual infrastructure and regulations

51-52. Average distance of the delivery locations from the railway and from the waterway network in the examined zone \([\text{km}] \)

53-54. Number and sum floor area of possible brownfield lands for a cross dock in the examined zone \([\text{pcs of possible brownfield lands}; m^2/\text{floor area of possible brownfield lands}] \)

55. Average distance of the loading areas from the possible brownfield lands \([\text{km}] \)

56. Number of transshipment points in the expected new city logistics system of the examined zone \([\text{pcs of transshipment points}] \)